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Readers can take their PHP skills to the next level with this fully revised and updated PHP
Advanced: Visual QuickPro Guide, Third Edition! Filled with fourteen chapters of step-by-step
content and written by bestselling author and PHP programmer Larry Ullman, this guide teaches
specific topics in direct, focused segments, shows how PHP is used in real-world applications.
The book teaches developing web applications using advanced PHP techniques and advanced
database concepts, and this edition offers several chapters devoted to object-oriented
programming and all-new chapters on debugging, testing, and performance. Author hosts a
popular companion website at larryullman.com, where readers can freely download code used
in the book, access a user forum and book updates, and get advice directly from the author.

About the AuthorLarry Ullman is a writer, Web and software developer, trainer, instructor,
speaker, and consultant. He has written 22 books and numerous articles. His books have sold
over 300,000 copies worldwide in more than 20 languages. As his readers, students, and co-
workers can attest, Larry's strength is in translating geek into English: converting the technical
and arcane into something comprehensible and useful.
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JD3, “Best Coverage For Someone New to Objects in PHP. This book is one of the best I have
ever read on programming. I have easily read over 100 programming books (in different
languages). My goal for this book was to get a solid understanding of oop in php. I have only
been coding in php for about three months. I wish I bought this book first. The examples are all
thoroughly explained - every line of code. For the stuff I already knew I was able to just read the
example scripts, which are included in every chapter. I then went back and read every word of
each chapter. Larry includes so much extra knowledge in the side bars and dispersed within the
text of the sample descriptions. To my knowledge (I'm still a novice at oop in php) he described
all of the necessary oop operators and in what context they are appropriate.The non-oop
specific chapters addressed so many of my "how do I do that" questions I had as well as
showing me some things I hadn't even thought of. Using cURL, PHPUnit, the command line
interface to php, the appdocumentor and my personal favorite Sessions were all covered to my
satisfaction.His support site for his books is like nothing I have ever seen in my early days as an
application developer. For me it was: post a question or comment and one of the members of his
forums would address it. Or, Larry himself would respond to the post! You can't ask for better
support of a product. If I never write a single Class in php (highly unlikely now) I have already
been able to use what I have learned in the book to use several of the classes included in php as
well as using some 3rd-party Class tools.Don't skip the sidebars in the book. In some cases they
contain the most useful information.”

Bryan, “Clear incremental presentation of learning material. Clear incremental presentation of
building blocks required to understand and use Object-Oriented PHP. You can download all the
example code from Larry Ullman's website. I found having all the code already written up and
formatted properly to be a helpful learning aid as well.Worth mentioning:First, I read "PHP and
MySQL for Dynamic Websites," then I read this book "PHP Advanced and Object-Oriented
Programing.Having very little experience prior to reading these two books, I needed something
that would lay a solid foundation for me to build upon. I feel good about the progress I've made.
I'm now at the point where I can easily read and interpret about 90% of the PHP code in most
WordPress templates as well as the WordPress Core. Don't get me wrong, I still struggle (in a
good way) through a lot of it, but it is more like “purposeful struggling” rather than being
completely clueless like I was before I read these books. This book also got me to the point
where the time I now spend studying the reference material on the php.net website seems much
more enjoyable as well as fruitful. I would purchase this book as well as PHP and MySQL for
Dynamic Websites again and recommend them both to you as well. A side benefit that I did not
see coming is that what I learned from these books has helped me to jump into JavaScript as
well.  Good times!”



L. Yebba, “This book is both clear and good but is still failing to download properly a month later..
I bought this in order to get my head round OOP, which is not easy for those probably 2 or 3
times the age of Larry Ullman. On the PC Kindle app at least, it does not seem to have
downloaded all the pages. A few say simply that they arr still downloading. I have not yet had
time to compare the same book on an (elderly) Kindle Kbd to see where the bug is. Maybe I
should start the download again. But the book is long so the download on 'domestic'
connections is rather slow. It might bed easier to use as a real book (made of paper, trees etc),
but on my phone I can read it anywhere. Anyway Kindle is cheaper, which persuades me rather
readily. But Ullman has done a good job.”

lucas, “Thank you again Larry Ulman. This and the PHP & MySql for dynamic websites will teach
you everything you need to know to make it as a PHP developer or get you through your web
modules in Uni.Be sure to get the latest versions, especially in this book as I've found that
modern employers will be looking for things like autoloading, SPL, Namespaces etc.As a
student you could get away with just 'PHP & MySql for dynamic websites' but if you plan to go
further in industry you will need the advanced topics.Which Larry covers in this
book.Outstanding teacher. Keep up the good work :)”

Darek, “The Best book about PHP and Object-Oriented Programming. Book is great!Just one
thing...Get a paper version, do not get Kindle edition.Why? Because once you buy paper
version, you get Kindle version for free (also including pdf and ePub version) - 2 for 1 hidden
offer.So please buy [paper version]:
  
PHP Advanced and Object-oriented Programming: Visual QuickPro Guide

  
  
    and forget about [kindle edition]:
  
PHP Advanced and Object-Oriented Programming: Visual QuickPro Guide (3rd Edition)”

RG., “Great introduction to advanced programming (PHP) topics, reference guide. This book
doesn't go into great depth/theory in most of the subjects it covers. But, it introduces you to



some interesting topics and concepts. It’s easy to understand if you have some prior knowledge
in programming. Covers PHP object orientated programming in a straightforward way and also
covers design patterns, but the later not in great depth.In conclusion this book is great to
introduce some advanced subjects used in programming. As said on the back of the book it’s a
great reference guide (and I would say a bit more than that) and will give you suggestions on
how to pursue the topics covered in greater depth.”

Anonymous, “Really good. This book took my php skills to a new level. It's definitely not for the
beginner php programmer as the author does assume you can do things like creating sql tables
and that you have your own zend type server set-up.Highly recommended.”

The book by Westy Rockwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 89 people have provided feedback.
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